# Grant Categories

## Powerful Jewish Learning Experiences (PJLE)

**PJLE Signature Grants:**
Long-term support to grow and deepen the work of a select group of the largest field leading organizations providing powerful Jewish learning experiences to young Jews, their families and their friends

**PJLE Build Grants:**
Short-term, targeted support to build the organizational capacity of stand-out providers of powerful Jewish learning experiences that are poised to dramatically expand the number of young people they serve

**PJLE Research Grants:**
Investments in studies designed to generate new knowledge about powerful Jewish learning to enhance current work and inform future investment

## Exceptional Jewish Leaders and Educators (EJLE)

**EJLE Signature Grants:**
Long-term support for national, systemic change efforts designed to elevate and advance the work of all Jewish leaders and educators across the Jewish education sector

**EJLE Issue-Based Change Grants:**
Targeted investment in a group of organizational partners poised to influence the field of Jewish education by addressing specific priority issues selected by the Foundation

**EJLE Talent Capacity Grants:**
Supplemental support for current grantees to increase their internal investment in developing the talented leaders and educators who work and volunteer within their organizations and networks

**EJLE Cohort-Based Program Grants:**
Short-term, targeted support to fund intensive, cohort-based professional and leadership development for selected audiences of outstanding leaders and educators

**EJLE Research Grants:**
Investments in studies designed to generate new knowledge about developing Jewish leaders and educators to enhance current work and inform future investment

## R&D for the Future of Jewish Learning (R&D)

**R&D Partner Grants:**
Supplemental support to a group of current grantees to foster and promote operating systems for experimentation and risk-taking inside their organizations and serve as models for others in the field

**Co-Creation Partners:**
Partner with entities, individuals, or organizations to address a specific compelling opportunity to benefit the broadest demographics of the North American Jewish community

**R&D Engine:**
Build a systemic R&D engine to explore and re-imagine offerings, services, and/or experiences that taps a critical need, powered by a systematized application of data, ideation, design, prototyping, testing, and eventual adoption

**R&D Research Grants:**
Investments in studies and inquiries about the future of identity, collective behavior, and education for the practice of R&D to better understand the evolving needs of learners and identify new ways for the field to experiment to meet those needs